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• Timeline
– From Austria in 1912 to Antarctica in 2006/8

• Motivation 
– For Astronomers, Astrophysicists and Particle Physicists

• Detection
– Problem of size
– Askaryan effect

• ANITA
– Why Antarctica
– Detector Concept
– Results

• Future Prospects 2
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Brief scientific timeline leading to ANITA
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1930

Wolfgang Pauli 
does  “something 

very bad”... he 
postulates the 

neutrino

1962
Gurgen Askaryan 

hypothesises 
coherent radio 
emission from 

particle cascades 
in dielectric media

1965

Wilson and 
Penzias discover 

the cosmic 
microwave 
background

1912
 Victor Hess 

discovers 
cosmic rays, by 
flying balloons 
up to 3 miles  
above Austria
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1998
Super-Kamiokande 
discover neutrinos 
have mass. Using 

neutrinos produced 
by cosmic rays in 
the atmosphere 

1987

Kamiokande, IMB 
and Baksan detect 
neutrinos from a 

nearby supernova

1966
Greisen, 

Zatsepin & 
Kuzmin predict 
the end of the 

cosmic ray 
spectrum

2006

ANITA-I launches 
from Williams Field 

in Antarctica
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Why?



Why Ultra-High Energy Neutrinos?
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Radio Neutrinos?

X-RayInfrared

Optical
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The Particle

Neutrinos can probe the distances and 
energies that other particles can’t reach.

The Pretty Pictures ArgumentFor Astronomers
For Astrophysicsts



Aside -- The GZK Effect
• Greisen-Zatsepin-

Kuzmin (GZK) 
calculated cosmic rays 
above 1019.5eV should 
be slowed by CMB 
within 50MPc.

• Have Auger detected 
the GZK cut-off?
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p + ϒCMB →  Δ*  → n + π+

                                    ➘ µ+ + νµ
                                          ➘ e+ + νµ + νe   

Auger 2007 ICRC Results



GZK Effect in Pictures
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+

= “Guaranteed” Neutrino “Beam”!

p

ν

50Mpc Radius

GZK Neutrinos Point 
Back to original proton 
source



• Neutrino-nucleon cross 
section in new regime
– Large extra dimensions
– Micro blackholes

• Neutrino mixing: 
– z=1 is v. long baseline
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  Ryan Nichol  University College London, 19th September 2005  6

Particle Physics: Energy Frontier & Particle Physics: Energy Frontier & 
NeutrinosNeutrinos

! Well-determined GZK ! spectrum 

becomes a useful beam

10-300 TeV center of momentum 

particle physics 

Study large extra dimensions at 

scales beyond reach of LHC

! Lorentz factors of "=1018-21!

! Measured flavor ratios !e:!µ:!#  

Identify non-standard physics at 

source

Sensitive to sterile ! admixtures & 

anomalous ! decays

Std. model

Large extra
dimensions

Anchordoqui et al. Astro-ph/0307228

GZK !

Particle Physics with 300TeV (CoM) Neutrino Beam 3

FIG. 1: Predicted cross-sections for neutrino-nucleon scatter-
ing at high energies. The line with its 1! error band is the fit
(Eq.4) to our calculated !

NLO
uns (E!) (points with error bars).

For comparison we show !
LO
uns(E!) (dotted line) [4], !

KK
scr (E!)

(dashed line) [20], and !
HJ
scr(E!) (dot-dashed line) [23].

TABLE I: Neutrino events per year at Auger for di!erent
models of the " ! N cross-section, adopting two benchmark
cosmic fluxes and shower energy threshold of 108(109) GeV.

Model Waxman-Bahcall Cosmogenic

NQH NES NQH NES

!
LO
unscr 0.15 (0.092) 3.0 (0.62) 0.061 (0.039) 1.2 (0.35)

!
NLO
unscr 0.14 (0.080) 3.0 (0.61) 0.057 (0.036) 1.2 (0.34)

!
KK
scr 0.10 (0.057) 2.7 (0.54) 0.042 (0.027) 1.1 (0.31)

!
HJ
scr 0.048 (0.022) 1.8 (0.32) 0.018 (0.010) 0.7 (0.18)

The situation is di!erent for showers initiated by ! ’s
created by CC interactions of Earth-skimming (ES) "! ’s.
To a first approximation the number of such events is

NES !

!

dEsh d cos # d$ P (#, $)AES(Esh, #)$"(E") ,

(6)
where

P (#, $) =

! #

0

dz

lCC
"

e!z/ltot
! " [z " (% " l! )] (7)

is the probability for a "! with incident nadir angle #
and azimuthal angle $ to emerge as a detectable ! . Here
l! # 10 km is the typical ! path length [9], % = 2R" cos #
is the chord length of the intersection of the neutrino tra-
jectory with the Earth (of radius R" $ 6371 km), lCC

"
and ltot" are the CC and total neutrino mean free paths,
respectively, and AES(Esh, #) is the experimental accep-
tance which has a strong dependence on the angle, since

FIG. 2: The expected number of Earth-skimming and quasi-
horizontal neutrino events above 108 GeV for di!erent mod-
els of the " ! N cross-section; for each model, one of the
lines assumes the cosmogenic spectrum and the other line
the Waxman-Bahcall spectrum. We show as squares and
stars respectively, the corresponding hypothetical measure-
ments (with 1! statistical errors) that could be made in 10 yr
with an Auger-like detector scaled up to 10000 square miles.

the surface detector array can only see events within a
few degrees of the horizon [10]. In fact, the analytic ex-
pression above is an oversimplification; it does not allow
for ! regeneration in the Earth and the ! path length
is not really a step-function. To take such details into
account, we have carried out a simple Monte Carlo sim-
ulation assuming the NC cross-section to be 40% of the
CC cross-section for all models. The resulting ES event
rates are given in Table I — we find good agreement with
results from a sophisticated Monte Carlo that models the
environment of Auger and its acceptance accurately [28].

To evaluate the sensitivity to the assumed spectral in-
dex we also consider the “guaranteed” cosmogenic neu-
trino flux which has a peaked distribution in the energy
range of interest [29]. As shown in Table I, if we con-
sider events with Eth

sh > 108 GeV, the change in the
spectrum produces a variation in the ratio NQH/NES

of less than 5%. We have also verified that a more
steeply falling flux ! E!2.54 (with the same Eth

sh) causes
a change in NQH/NES by about 10% (e.g, for &NLO

unscr,
NQH = 0.69 yr!1 and NES = 12 yr!1). Such a flux
is expected [30] if extragalactic cosmic rays from ‘trans-
parent’ sources begin dominating the observed spectrum
at 109.6 GeV [31] rather than at # 1010.5 GeV as is usu-
ally assumed (see Fig. 5 in [27] for a comparison of these
fluxes). Thus we conclude that the ratio NQH/NES pro-
vides a robust estimate of the " " N cross-section [32].

Anchordoqui et al: hep-ph/0605086

Table from David Saltzberg



Case Study: SN1987A
• 20-some neutrinos
• Scientific output including

– Neutrino mass limits
– Supernova mechanics
– + lots more
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Georg Raffelt, Max-Planck-Institut für Physik, München, Germany Twenty Years After SN 1987A, 23-25 February 2007, Hilton Waikola, Hawaii

SN 1987A Burst of PapersSN 1987A Burst of Papers

Annual citations in SPIRES of the papers reporting theAnnual citations in SPIRES of the papers reporting the

KII, IMB, BST & LSD neutrino observations KII, IMB, BST & LSD neutrino observations 

(total of 804 citations 1987(total of 804 citations 1987--2006)2006)
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How can you do it?



A Problem of Size

• Some Numbers:
~1 GZK neutrinos/km2/year
@ 1018 eV the ν-N interaction length ̃ 300km

∴ 0.003 neutrino interactions/km3/year

• Need a huge detector volume (>>100 km3) to 
ensure detection

• Use naturally occurring medium
–  Transparent (to some signal)
–  Possibilities

• Air, Ice, Salt, Water, The Moon
12



Possible Detection Methods

• Optical Cherenkov
– Mature field but not 

scalable to huge 
volumes

• Radio Cherenkov
– Active field best 

candidate for first 
detection

• Acoustic
– Emerging field, with 

much R&D
• Other

– Air showers 13

Detection Methods : Summary

radio 
Cerenkov

optical 
Cerenkov

acoustic

µ

incoming neutrino

= hadronic shower (or 

EM shower for !
e
 CC 

interactions)

!

N

!, l

W,Z

hadrons

8

+ extensive air shower (EAS) detection

Incoherent

Coherent

Coherent



• In 1962 Gurgen Askaryan hypothesised coherent 
radio transmission from EM cascades in a dielectric:

– 20% Negative charge excess:
• Compton Scattering: ϒ + e-(rest) ⇒ ϒ + e-

• Positron Annihilation: e+ + e-(rest) ⇒ ϒ
– Excess travelling with,  v > c/n

• Cherenkov Radiation:  dP ∝ ν d ν
– For λ > R emission is coherent, so P ∝ E2shower

14

e± or ϒ Typical Dimensions:
L ≈ 10 m
RMoliere ≈ 10 cm

Radio Cherenkov -- The Askaryan Effect



• Askaryan effect experimentally confirmed in 2000

• Using 3.6 Tonnes of sand
– (like a big cat’s litter box) 

15
  Ryan Nichol  University College London, 19th September 2005  11

From Saltzberg, Gorham, Walz et al  PRL 2001

• Use 3.6 tons of silica sand, brem photons to 
avoid any charge entering target  

==> avoid RF transition radiation
• RF backgrounds carefully monitored

• but signals were much stronger!

Askaryan Confirmation: SLAC T444 (2000)Askaryan Confirmation: SLAC T444 (2000)

  Ryan Nichol  University College London, 19th September 2005  11

From Saltzberg, Gorham, Walz et al  PRL 2001

• Use 3.6 tons of silica sand, brem photons to 
avoid any charge entering target  

==> avoid RF transition radiation
• RF backgrounds carefully monitored

• but signals were much stronger!

Askaryan Confirmation: SLAC T444 (2000)Askaryan Confirmation: SLAC T444 (2000)
Experimental Verification



• ...so we took it to SLAC 
in summer 2006.

• and built a 7.5 tonne 
block of ice

16
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END STATION A side view

Approximately to scale

1.2m

4.8m10.7m

13.4m

beamline

2.4m
10m

4m

3m

crane hook: 13.7m

ice

target

cone

15 m

payload

8 m

Cherenkov

FIG. 1: Top: Side view schematic of the target and receiver arrange-

ment in ESA. Bottom: Perspective view of the setup, showing the

key elements.

Despite confirmation of Askaryan’s theory for sand and

salt, there are important reasons to test it in ice as well, since

so much study and experimental effort have been directed at

ice as the target medium. First, although the effect is primar-

ily determined by shower physics, the radio production and

transmission occurs under conditions where the properties of

the medium could play a role in modifying the behavior of the

emission; the possibility of unknownmedia-dependent effects

which might suppress the emission must be explored. Sec-

ond, the radio Cherenkov method is most effective at shower

energies above 10-100 PeV, where muon or other cosmic-

ray backgrounds are negligible, and the method thus “suf-

fers” from the virtue of having no natural backgrounds with

which to calibrate the Cherenkov intensity and corresponding

detection efficiency. In this context, laboratory calibrations

of the radiation behavior are critical to the accuracy of results.

And finally, the increased richness of these radio observations,

which directlymeasure electric field strength and vector polar-

ization, require more comprehensive experimental treatment

FIG. 2: (color online) Left: The ANITA payload (center) above and

downstream of the ice target (here covered). Right top, target with

cover removed, in ambient light. Right bottom: ice target illuminated

from interior scattered optical Cherenkov radiation.

and validation than observations of scalar intensity.

The experiment, SLAC T486, was performed in the End

Station A (ESA) facility during the period from June 19-24,

2006. A target of very pure carving-grade ice was constructed

from close-packing rectangular 136 kg blocks (about 55 were

used) to form a stack approximately 2 m wide by 1.5m tall

(at the beam entrance) by 5 m long. The upper surface of

the ice was carved to a slope of ! 8" in the forward direc-
tion giving the block a trapezoidal longitudinal cross section

along the beam axis. This was done to avoid total-internal

reflection (TIR), of the emerging Cherenkov radiation at the

surface. The surface after carving was measured to have a

root-mean-square (rms) roughness of 2.3 cm. The beam en-

tered this target about 40 cm above the target floor, which was

lined with 10 cm ferrite tiles to suppress reflections off the

bottom.

The showers were produced by 28.5 GeV electrons in

10 picosecond bunches of typically 109 particles. Monte-

Carlo simulations of the showers indicate that about 90% of

the shower was contained in the target; the remainder was

dumped into a pair of downstream concrete blocks. In contrast

to previous experiments [5, 12], we did not convert the elec-

trons to photons via a bremsstrahlung radiator. Such meth-

ods were used in earlier Askaryan discovery experiments to

avoid any initial excess charge in the shower development. In

our case, the typical shower had a total composite energy of

3# 1019 eV, with a total of ! 2# 1010 e+e$ pairs at shower
maximum. EGS simulations of the charge excess develop-

ment indicate a net charge asymmetry of about 20%. Thus the

initial electrons contribute at most! 15% of the total negative
charge excess in the shower, and we have corrected for this

bias in the results we show here. In addition, radio absorbing

foam was in place on the front face of the ice, and very effec-

tively suppressed RF signals from the upstream metal beam

vacuum windows and air gaps.

A schematic of the experiment layout is shown in Fig. 1.
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raw RF Cherenkov

partially deconvolved

raw impulse response

partially deconvolved

FIG. 3: Top: Raw, and partially-deconvolved impulse response of

the ANITA receiver system. Bottom: Pulse received during the T486

experiment in an upper-ring antenna near the peak of the Cherenkov

cone, also showing the raw pulse, and partially partially-deconvolved

response. The apparent “ringing” artifact of the raw impulses is due

to group delay variation of the passband edges of the bandpass filters

employed.

The ice was contained in a 10 cm thick insulating foam-lined

box, and a 10 cm foam lid was used during operation, along

with a freezer unit, to maintain temperatures of between -5

to -20 C. Such temperatures are adequate to avoid significant

RF absorption over the several m pathlengths of the radiation

through the ice [9].

The ANITA payload, consisting of an array of 32 dual-

polarization quad-ridged horn antennas was used to receive

the emission at a location about 15 m away from the center of

the target, as shown in Fig. 2. The antenna frequency range

is from 200-1200 MHz, which covers the majority of the fre-

quency range over which the RF transmissivity of ice is at its

highest [9]. Eight additional vertically polarized broadband

monitor antennas (four bicones and four discones) are used

to complement the suite of horn antennas. The ANITA horn

antennas are arranged so that adjacent antennas in both the

lower and upper payload sections respond well even to a sig-

nal directed along their nearest neighbors’ boresights. This

allows multiple antennas (typically 4 to 6 horns and 3 to 4 of

the bicone/discones) to sample the arriving wavefront. The

signals are digitized by custom compact-PCI-based 8-channel

digitizer modules [22], 9 of which are used to record all 72

antenna signals simultaneously at 2.6 Gsamples/sec.

Figure 3 shows an example of the impulse response of the

system (top), and one of the measured waveforms near the

peak of the Cherenkov cone. The apparent “ringing” of the re-

ceiving system is due to the group delay of the edge response

of the bandpass filters, but most of the energy arrives within a

fraction of a nanosecond, as determined in previous measure-

ments of the Askaryan effect [7]. In the measured T486 wave-

form of Fig. 3 (bottom), later-time reflections from shielding

and railing near the target, as well as the payload structure,

introduce some additional power into the pulse tail.

FIG. 4: Left: Field strength vs. frequency of radio Cherenkov radia-

tion in the T486 experiment. The curve is the theoretical expectation

for a shower in ice at this energy. Right: Quadratic dependence of

the pulse power of the radiation detected in T486, indicating the co-

herence of the Cherenkov emission.

In Figure 4 (left) we display measurements of the abso-

lute field strength in several different antennas, both upper

and lower quad-ridged horns, bicone, and discone antennas.

The discone and bicone antennas have a nearly omnidirec-

tional response and complement the highly directive horns

by providing pulse-phase interferometry. The uncertainty in

these data are dominated by systematic, rather than statistical

errors, and are about ±40% in field strength (±3 dB). These
are dominated by a combination of the 1-2dB uncertainty in

the gain calibration of the antennas, and by comparable un-

certainties in removing secondary reflections from the mea-

sured impulse power. The field strengths are compared to a

parameterization based on shower+electrodynamics simula-

tions for ice [10, 11], and the agreement is well within our

experimental errors. Figure 4(right) shows results of the scal-

ing of the pulse power with shower energy. The dependence is

completely consistent with quadratic scaling over the energy

range we probed, indicating that the radiation is coherent over

the 200-1200 MHz frequency window.

Figure 5 shows the measured and predicted angular depen-

dence of the radiation. The Cherenkov cone refracts into the

forward direction out of the ice, and is clearly delineated by

the data. Here we show statistical+systematic errors within

a measurement run; the overall normalization (with separate

systematic error) is taken from Fig. 4. We scale these data

within the overall systematic errors to match the peak of the

field strength. The radiation frequency limit where full coher-

ence obtains is given approximately by the requirement that

kL ! 1, where the wavenumber k = 2!n"/c for frequency

From PRL 99, 171101 (2007)

Also in Ice



Flashy Ice
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ANITA
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• It is the coldest, driest, 
windiest place on Earth

• But...
– Lots of Ice

• Despite our best efforts
• Over 4km thick in places

– Also:
• The only continent 

exclusively dedicated to 
scientific research

• No indigenous (human) 
population

– So relatively free of 
manmade noise 

20

Why Antarctica?

Ice depth data from BEDMAP consortium



• The ANtarctic Impulsive Transient Antenna 
– A balloon borne experiment

• 32 dual polarization antennas
• Altitude of 37km (120,000 ft)
• Horizon at 700km
• Over 1 million km3 of ice visible 

21

ANITA 



• Need a low power (only solar energy), 90 channel, 
GHz bandwidth oscilloscope.

• Split trigger and waveform paths
• Use multiple frequency bands for trigger
• ‘Buffer’ waveform data in switched capacitor array
• Only digitise when we have a trigger 22

ANITA Electronics and Trigger
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• The Balloon
– Just 0.02mm thick
– Takes 100 million litres 

of helium (and several 
hours) to fill

23

Up, up and away
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• Lasted 35 days (the 
record is 42)
– Three and a half sort of 

polar orbits
– Recorded over 8 

million triggers
• Maybe 1 or 2 neutrinos

26

The First Flight

Fits inside 
the balloon 
at  altitude



• The Landing:
– Initiated by detonating 

small explosive to 
separate from balloon

– Descend gently on a 
parachute to the 
ground

– Release parachute to 
prevent dragging

• In 2006, BLAST was 
dragged for 100 miles 
(ending up in a crevice) 

• A few years ago one 
was dropped from 5000 
feet 27Photos from Dana Braun

What Goes Up...
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Event Display
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Borehole Calibration

30

P. Gorham, Neutrino 2008 17 of 25

ANITA geoANITA geo--location of borehole cal eventslocation of borehole cal events

! Expect ~ c!"/2D altitude & azimuth 

! !" ~ 40-60 ps, D ~ 1m (horizontal) to 3 
m (vertical)

! Altitude: 0.21o observed, 0.3o expected

! Azimuth: 0.8o observed, 1.7o expected

! Multiple baselines improve constraints

! Pulse-phase interferometry works well!

Thanks to JiWoo Nam, NTU

Reconstructed event 
locations

Payload track during 
this segment

~150 km

S

N

pulser

Broadband antenna

Ross ice shelf
25 m

To payload
up to 300 km

To Payload
Pulser

Reconstructed  
event locations

~150km 0.8 deg in Azimuth

0.2 deg in Elevation



ANITA-I -- Initial High Threshold Analysis
• ~19K events (9.6K V-

Pol & 10K H-Pol) are 
impulsive and 
reconstruct to Ant. ice

• Exclude all repeating 
locations (H, V, H+V)

• Exclude single 
events within 50km of 
known sites

31

“Camp” = any human-made 
installation, active or not

2 JIWOO NAM et al. IMPULSIVE RADIO SIGNAL FROM UHE EAS BY ANITA

Fig. 2. ANITA payload in a preparation of launch, Dec 15 2006.

triggers in adjacent antennas within 20 ns, and the
third level (L3) requires L2 triggers in the upper and
lower tiers within 30 ns. The L3 trigger rate is 5-6 Hz
on thermal noise with an efficiency of about 50% at
5.4 !V and !100% at 7 !V, where the !V is root-
mean squared voltage of the thermal noise. The signal
at the digitizer [14] is continuously sampled at a rate of
2.6 GHz. A differential GPS system is used to determine
event timing, location and orientation of the instrument.
ANITA was successfully operated during its 35 days

flight making 3.5 orbits over Antarctica. About 8.2M
events were recorded with 17.25 days of total cumu-
lative live time. The ANITA instrument [15] has been
calibrated using Askaryan signals from an ice target
with 28.5 GeV electron beam at the Stanford Linear
Accelerator Center (SLAC) [16]. The full instrument
function and response to the Askaryan signal from
ice are verified, and also system gains are absolutely
calibrated with the beam energy. Another calibration
was performed using ground based calibration systems
during the flight. Impulsive radio pulses were sent by the
pulser systems at Williams Field and Taylor Dome [17].
These pulser systems are used for various purposes such
as validations of the ANITA system, timing calibrations,
and tests of event reconstruction and RF propagation
model.

III. DATA ANALYSIS
To minimize biases in data analysis, we follow blind-

ing procedures until all analysis methods are established.
We blind 90% of data set while the remaining 10%

Fig. 3. Projected event map after the good reconstruction selections
applied. Red circles are for H-pol events and blue circles are for H-pol.

Fig. 4. Projected event map after the good reconstruction selections
and the anthropogenic background rejection.

data set is opened for background studies. For the 10%
data, 100 consecutive events are randomly chosen within
each 1000 event epoch in order to ensure a randomness
of the sample and to keep short- and long- term time
dependencies that are present in the full data set.
The main crux of the data analysis is the event

reconstruction which selects events that originate from
impulsive plane wave and determines their arrival di-
rection. Using arrival timing information from 5 or 6
adjacent antennas, a "2-fit is performed to find the
best fit direction. A cross-correlation technique between
recorded waveforms of the antennas is employed for
determination of precise arrival timing with 47 ps - 66
ps resolution. Angular resolutions are 0.2! and 0.8! for
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the fit is used as a fit quality parameter to reject incoher-
ent thermal noise events which comprise !99% of the
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ANITA-I -- Initial High Threshold Analysis
• ~19K events (9.6K V-

Pol & 10K H-Pol) are 
impulsive and 
reconstruct to Ant. ice

• Exclude all repeating 
locations (H, V, H+V)

• Exclude single 
events within 50km of 
known sites

• After these cuts:
– 0 V-Pol (no Askaryan 

like neutrino signals)
– 6 H-Pol  
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“Camp” = any human-made 
installation, active or not
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ice are verified, and also system gains are absolutely
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Horizontal Polarization??Horizontal Polarization??

! Askaryan (eg, neutrino) signals 
strongly favor vertical polarization

! Only top quadrant of Cherenkov
“clock-face” escapes TIR at surface

! Fresnel coefficient transmits more Vpol
(TM) than Hpol (TE)

! Reflections from above-the-horizon 
sources tend to strongly favor 
horizontal polarization

! RTE/RTM > 3:1 over most of ANITA 
acceptance

! ! Hpol events cannot be neutrino 
candidates but could be

! Air shower radio (geo-synchrotron)

! Solid-state relays on satellites

Horizontal Polarisation??
• Askaryan signals strongly favour 

vertical polarisation
– Only top of Cherenkov cone 

escapes TIR at surface
– Fresnel coefficients transmit more 

V-pol than H-pol
• Reflections from above the 

horizon sources would favour     
H-pol over V-pol at the balloon

• H-pol events are not neutrinos but 
could be:
– Radio signals from cosmic ray air 

shower
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Possible Impulsive Radio Signals from Ultra-high Energy
Extensive Air Showers Detected by the ANITA Experiment

Jiwoo Nam! for ANITA Collaboration

! Department of Physics, Ewha Womans University, 11-1 Daehyundong, Seoul, Korea Cosmic Ray Conference Ltd.

Abstract. The ANITA (ANtarctic Impulsive Tran-
sient Antenna) experiment is a balloon-borne neu-
trino telescope which consists of an array of 32
broad-band horn antennas. The primary goal of
ANITA is to search for astrophysical neutrinos
with energies E > 3 ! 1018eV by detecting radio
Cherenkov signals from neutrino induced showers in
the Antarctic ice. ANITA-I successfully completed a
35 day flight over Antarctica during the 2006-2007
austral summer. During the flight several horizontally
polarized events were recorded that are consistent
with impulsive radio signals from ultra-high energy
extensive air showers. This data analysis is presented
along with a discussion of the characteristics of those
events.
Keywords: UHECR Detection, Extensive Air

Shower, Radio Frequency

I. INTRODUCTION

Forty years after the first observation of radio emis-
sions from Extensive Air Showers (EAS) [1] and
Askaryan’s prediction of coherent radio Cherenkov
emissions [2][3], now radio detection has become a
promising method for Ultra High Energy Cosmic Ray
(UHECR) Physics with enormous developments of Ra-
dio Frequency (RF) technology. Numerous experiments
such as LOPES [4] and RICE [5][6] have expolited
these areas, and also many new experiments have been
proposed [7][8][9].
ANITA is a long duration balloon (LDB) experiment

to detect radio Cherenkov signals from neutrino induced
showers in Antarctic ice. By simultaneously viewing a
large area of ice from a high altitude of 35 km, ANITA
achieves a large target volume in the energy E > 3 !

1018. Although ANITA is utilized for radio Chrenkov
emission originated by neutrinos in Antarctic ice, it has
the capability to detect radio signals emitted from UHE
EAS as well. Fig. 1. shows ANITA detection concepts.
Neutrino induced showers produce coherent

Cherenkov radiation resulting from charge asymmetry
which develops in an electromagnetic shower in a
dielectric medium. When the radio signal propagates
through ice and air to the ANITA instrument,
transmission at the ice-air boundary suppresses
horizontally polarized signals due to a low Fresnel
coefficient for transverse-electric waves, so that neutrino
signals should be dominantly vertically polarized.

Fig. 1. ANITA Concept for Neutrino and EAS Detection

On the other hand, radio pulses from EAS are primar-
ily produced by geosynchrotron radiation [10]. Because
the direction of the geomagnetic field in Antarctica is
almost vertical, the geosynchrotron pulses are predomi-
nated in the horizontal polarization (H-pol). Radio pulses
from inclined showers can reach ANITA after reflection
from the ice surface. The vertical polarization (V-pol)
component of the signal is further suppressed in the
reflection, thus detected EAS signals are mainly H-pol.
The radio emission from EAS is a coherent emission
below 100 MHz, but partially coherent emission above
200 MHz is also detectable [11][12][13].

II. ANITA INSTRUMENT
An overall view of the ANITA payload is shown in

Fig. 2. There are 32 dual-polarized quad-ridged horn
antennas with 9-11 dBi directive gain with about 45!

beam width, arranged cylindrically to see all azimuthal
directions simultaneously. Two groups of 16 antennas
are separated by about 3 meters in the higher and lower
tiers to have a time baseline for RF incident angle
measurement. The frequency range of the system is
0.2 - 1.2 GHz. RF signals are fed into high- and low-
pass filters and 75 dB amplifiers in the front-end of
the electronics, then split into the trigger path and the
digitization path.
The trigger is formed in multiple frequency bands

(270, 435, 650 and 990 MHz). The first level (L1)
requires 3 out of 8 channels to be coincident within
12 ns. Trigger thresholds of individual channels are
adjusted depending on the noise level to keep a constant
trigger rate. The second level (L2) requires two L1



ANITA-I Results
• ANITA-I limit has 

begun to constrain 
some of the 
highest (less 
likely) GZK 
models.

• ANITA-II 
(launched in Dec. 
2008) with much 
improved 
sensitivity 
compared to 
ANITA-I

34
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ANITA-II Improvements
• New front end amplification system

– Lower system temperature by ~40K
• Active direction trigger mask to blank 

out noise from camps and stations
– Improve efficiency by ~20% (lower 

thresholds)
• Switch to vertical polarisation trigger

– Improve sensitivity by ~30%
• Add third antenna (drop-down) ring

– Improve sensitivity by ~30%

• Net improvement:
– Factor of 1.7 in threshold  --> x3 in 

event rate
– Up to 30% in exposure (flight path 

dependent)
– Up to 40% in livetime
– Total factor > 5 in neutrino event rate 35



ANITA-II

• Launched Dec 2008
• Terminated after 30 

days at float
• Little victories

– Better flight path
– Over 27 million 

events
– Over 100,000 

Taylor Dome pulses  
• Data fully recovered

– Two students spent 
a week camping 
out at crash site 36



ANITA-II Recovery

37



ANITA-II Data
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Launch Termination

          Day

ANITA-1

Antenna Noise Temp (K)
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Future Prospects



ANITA-III and Super-ANITA

• ANITA-III will be an evolutionary upgrade to the 
ANITA-II payload.
– ANITA-II payload is already as large as the launch 

vehicle can cope with
– Possible augmentations include:

• Re-instate H-pol trigger for UHECR
• Another 8 drop down antennas (3 full rings)
• Implementation of high level software trigger (data decimation)
• Replace trigger hardware (power sensors)

• EeVA (Super-ANITA)
– Turn the balloon in to the detector
– Create a reflective radio mirror inside the balloon 

focussing the radio pulses to a central feed array
40



• ARA
– Deploy radio detectors 

around the IceCube 
experiment

– Possibility to measure 
neutrino with all three 
detection methods 
simultaneously

– Need large footprint to 
detect GZK neutrinos

41

Extending IceCube to GZK Energies



• One of the proposed 
next generation arrays
– SalSA (Salt Dome) 

• Published in-situ 
attenuation length 
measurements
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SalSA
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A. Connolly et al, NIMA 599 (2009) 184–191
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ANITA in Antarctica



The Obligatory Collaboration Photo

• And I was told it was blue skies research...
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• Overheating is a major 
problem in Antarctica
– At least at 37km
– Paint everything white

• Battery box is like 
Goldilocks:
– Not too hot
– Not too cold
– Need half black half 

white
• Antarctic Art Contest!
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Battery Box
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Paint Job Results

Date



• These are exciting times in the ultra-high energy 
neutrino field. 

• ANITA has completed its first full flight and initial 
analysis has set the current best limit on the flux of 
ultra-high energy neutrinos.
– Second flight (December 2008) will start to constrain 

‘standard’ GZK neutrino models.
• The next generation of neutrino astronomy facilities 

may finally realise the ambition of probing the 
universe with “new eyes”.
– Probing fundamental physics at energies beyond the 

reach of terrestrial accelerators.
• Hopefully soon we will have the first detection of an 

UHE neutrino. 47

Summary
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Me in front of the Royal Society Range 



• Calibration Field Camp
– 10 man weeks in a tent 

in the dry valleys
– Waiting for the balloon 

to fly over

ARIANNA Reality
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The Taylor Dome Tale
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Better Luck Next Time?

Taylor Dome



Backup Slides



• Neutrino Astronomy 
started with a bang...

52Pretty pictures from Hubble, Chandra (X-ray) and AAO

Skewed History Lesson



• ... and just a handful of 
neutrino events 
sparked a flurry of 
scientific interest
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Georg Raffelt, Max-Planck-Institut für Physik, München, Germany Twenty Years After SN 1987A, 23-25 February 2007, Hilton Waikola, Hawaii

Neutrino Burst of Supernova 1987ANeutrino Burst of Supernova 1987A

Within clock uncertainties,Within clock uncertainties,

signals are contemporaneoussignals are contemporaneous

KamiokandeKamiokande--II (Japan)II (Japan)

Water Cherenkov detectorWater Cherenkov detector

2140 tons2140 tons

Clock uncertainty  Clock uncertainty  !!1 min1 min

IrvineIrvine--MichiganMichigan--Brookhaven (US)Brookhaven (US)

Water Cherenkov detectorWater Cherenkov detector

6800 tons6800 tons

Clock uncertainty  Clock uncertainty  !!50 ms50 ms

Baksan Scintillator TelescopeBaksan Scintillator Telescope

(Soviet Union), 200 tons(Soviet Union), 200 tons

Random event cluster ~ 0.7/dayRandom event cluster ~ 0.7/day

Clock uncertainty  Clock uncertainty  +2/+2/--54 s54 s

Georg Raffelt, Max-Planck-Institut für Physik, München, Germany Twenty Years After SN 1987A, 23-25 February 2007, Hilton Waikola, Hawaii

SN 1987A Burst of PapersSN 1987A Burst of Papers

Annual citations in SPIRES of the papers reporting theAnnual citations in SPIRES of the papers reporting the

KII, IMB, BST & LSD neutrino observations KII, IMB, BST & LSD neutrino observations 

(total of 804 citations 1987(total of 804 citations 1987--2006)2006)
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– AstronThe pretty pictures answer.
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Radio Neutrinos?

X-RayInfrared

Optical

“The real voyage of discovery consists not in seeking new landscapes, but in 
having new eyes.” Marcel Proust 

Why Ultra-High Energy Neutrinos?



Neutrino Astronomy for Astrophysicists

• Photons attenuated by:
– Infrared Background
– CMB

• Protons:
– Deflected by magnetic 

fields
– Attenuated by CMB

• Neutrinos:
– Can reach the energies 

and distances that 
other particles can’t.
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• Calculation contains 
many assumptions
– Earth CR flux only
– Injection Spectrum
– Cosmological Evolution
– Optical Density of 

Source

• Still ‘best known’ 
neutrino flux
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Cosmogenic Neutrinos
Engel, Seckel, Stanev (2001)

!
!

total

GZK mechanism :

Uncertainties in flux calculations :

UHECR luminosity; "
CR

(local)  <"
CR

>

injection spectrum

cosmological evolution of sources

IRB & optical density of sources 

factors of ~2 uncertainty each;

factor of ~4 overall (?)

E
THRESH.

~ 6 # 1019 eV

5

GZK Flux Engel, Seckel & Stanev



• Sub nanosecond pulse
• Excellent agreement 

between data and 
simulation of number of 
particles in shower

• Linearly polarised as 
expected

• Coherence confirmed
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  Ryan Nichol  University College London, 19th September 2005  12

Shower profile observed by radio@2GHzShower profile observed by radio@2GHz

• Measured pulse field strengths follow shower profile very closely

• Charge excess also closely correlated to shower profile (EGS simulation)

• Polarization completely consistent with Cerenkov—can track particle source

Sub-ns pulse,

Ep-p~ 200 V/m!

simulated shower

curve

2GHz data

Reflection from side wall

100%

polarized

In proper

plane

Results from Sand Box

  Ryan Nichol  University College London, 19th September 2005  13

Where does Askaryan win?Where does Askaryan win?

! Huge dynamic range ! SNR dominant for E >  10 PeV
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  Ryan Nichol  University College London, 19th September 2005  13

Where does Askaryan win?Where does Askaryan win?

! Huge dynamic range ! SNR dominant for E >  10 PeV

Coherent signal over 4 orders of magnitude SNR dominant for E > 10 TeV

Coherent Signal



• There are numerous in 
situ measurements of 
the attenuation length 
of Antarctic ice, they 
show:
– Attenuation length is 

greater than 1km
– Limits set on the 

birefringence 
– Many GPR 

measurements also

59

Long Radio Attenuation Lengths



• Neutrino telescope at 
South Pole
– Uses Optical 

Cherenkov method

60

No excess above atmospheric neutrinos

Amanda/IceCube
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31-AUG-06 G. Varner -- AURA and LSA Recording Techniques 26

Borehole Calibration



Event Reconstruction
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Measure Time Difference Between Antennas Using Cross-Correlations

Upper

Lower



Imaging Interferometer -- (A. Romero-Wolf)
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ANITA-1 Sky Map Sensitivity
• Expect GZK º to be isotropic 
• (RA, Dec)  For 1020 eV neutrinos, 17.3 days
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ANITA as a CalorimeterANITA as a Calorimeter

! The observed voltage Vobs is proportional to the neutrino energy E!:

y is the fraction of neutrino energy in the cascade
heff is the effective height of the antenna (gain)
R is the range to the cascade
Gaussian in " from observer position on Cerenkov cone

(estimated from RF spectrum)

Exponential is attenuation in ice at depth d. 
(estimated from RF spectrum and polarization effects)

Gives:    #$
!

 / $  !~ 1.9   (60% of which is intrinsic from y)

V obs ~ E
!

y heff R"1 exp #" "
2

2$
"

2

" d# %

ANITA -- The Calorimeter



• Two of the proposed next 
generation radio arrays
– ARIANNA (Ice Shelf)
– SalSA (Salt Dome) 
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ARIANNA/SalSA
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A. Connolly et al, submitted to NIM

D. Saltzberg & S. Barwick



• ARIANNA
– Array of antennas on top of the Ross Ice shelf

• Lower threshold 
• More solid angle coverage

– Advantages:
• No need for deep holes
• Cost effective?
• Near McMurdo (logistics)

68



Ice shelf

Reflected Ray

Direct Ray

Ice Shelf Neutrino Array



• David Saltzberg and Steve Barwick made 
attenuation length measurements on the ice shelf in 
December 2006.

69

Better than 300m across the band

Preliminary

Ice Shelf Attenuation Measurements



Fun Slides

Ryan Nichol



• Alternative Titles:
– “Call that an accelerator?” 

• Let me tell you about a real particle accelerator, just as soon as 
we work out where it is, how it works and what exactly it is 
accelerating.

– “World’s largest scientific experiment?” 
• Our detector is the size of a continent, of course we haven’t 

actually detected anything yet (but hey, neither have you).
– “Call that a long-baseline neutrino experiment?”

•  We measure our baseline in Mpc, or we will if we find one of the 
little blighters.

– “Yet more stuff that might happen before the ILC”

71
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• McMurdo Facts:
– Established 1937
– Takes its name from 

McMurdo Sound 
(named after 
Lieutenant Archibald 
McMurdo of the Terror

– Near Scott’s Hut
– Food is inedible 363 

days a year
• Christmas 
• Thanksgiving

• Facilities:
– Harbour (two weeks a 

year)
– 3 Airfields
– 1 bowling alley
– 3 bars
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• Williams Field Facilities
– Own galley (so edible food)
– Three payloads in 2006
– No indoor plumbing though
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